
 Product made for you angle 

SUBJECT: Your 50 Page eBook is worthless. 

SUBJECT: The #1 Guy On UDemy wants to make a product for you. 

SUBJECT: It’s much more expensive than you think (sorry)… 

 

Seriously, how much time have you spent slowly (and I mean S-L-O-W-L-Y) putting together a big ugly 

eBook so that you can finally have your first product? This is what most new marketers do, and frankly 

it’s the reason why so many of them are BROKE and BLOWING IT.  

Do you mind if I share a few important facts with you? 

First of all, writing is SLOW. It stinks to spend 3 or 4 months trying to make that “perfect” first product. 

By the time it finishes, the market has changed, AND you have to spend a lot more time getting affiliates 

on board.  

Second of all, it’s 2014! People don’t have time to read longwinded books, and even if they did, the 

market is FLOODED with ebooks. People want high quality video, and if you don’t have that you might 

need to start from the drawing board.    

Finally… and this is important… 

Your 50 page ebook is WORTHLESS without a complete sales system that you can put behind it. We’re 

talking about a full sales funnel, graphics, a well-written sales page, a logical giveaway you can use to 

build your list… all that good stuff that makes up a complete product. 

That stuff takes time and costs money. THAT is why very few people get far enough to create their first 

real product.  

But what if all that stuff was actually done for you? 

FB Profits Exposed is a PLR rights course that’s been made by the #1 instructor on UDemy.  

Think he knows a thing or two about delivering real results to satisfied customers? If you’re interested in 

an illustrated guide that your customers can use to improve their business (paying you handsomely in 

the process) then you need to click here. 

=== > FB Profits Exposed 

PS – The choice is yours, really. Keep struggling or start RAPIDLY moving forward. 

 Make money with this angle 

SUBJECT: Put your name on this and ask for $395, okay? 

SUBJECT: Grab a slice of this billion-dollar pie… 

SUBJECT: AMAZING: 53% of them are spending money. 



I’m about to tell you something uncomfortable, but I suggest you read it, because it’s very likely to 

change the way that you do business online. Pay close attention to these statistics: 

 As of 2013, Facebook is the number one website in the world. 

 FIVE new Facebook profiles are created every second. 

 42% of pro marketers say Facebook is critical or important to their business. 

 A whopping 53% of shoppers who click through from a Facebook page make a purchase. 

 Customers who follow a link to a retail site from Facebook spend an average of $100. 

Stop reading and look at that information for a second. If it doesn’t make your jaw drop and give you a 

fresh understanding of how critical Facebook is, then you need to unplug your computer, drop the 

internet marketing thing and stock shelves somewhere… 

Sounds harsh, but it’s even harsher on your wallet when you’re left behind in your Facebook marketing 

efforts. And small businesses understand that, even if they don’t have the technical know-how to turn 

that knowledge into profit. 

Now I need to tell you something else – something amazing. 

Small businesses will pay a LOT of money to businesses that can show them how to monetize and set up 

their Facebook page – and bring new customers into their social community. Want a slice of it?  First, 

click here: 
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Grab FB Profits exposed and put your name on it. You can even add your own voiceover and branding – 

this course is from the #1 instructor on UDemy and it comes with complete private label rights! 

Use the valuable information inside (and the REAL WORLD CASE STUDY) to demonstrate your Facebook 

knowledge and charge big bucks to run their social media platform for them.  This isn’t going to be on 

sale forever, so pick up FB Profits Exposed right now! 

PS: Seriously, you shouldn’t wait, the price isn’t going to stay that low forever. Go see it for yourself.  

 Emotional angle 

SUBJECT: I’m BEGGING you to stop this. 

SUBJECT: Rant: I’m sick sick sick of fakeness. 

SUBJECT: 70% Conversions? Unreal. 

I am TIRED of fake garbage.  

Garbage products, propped up by garbage reviews from other garbage internet marketers.  So when 

somebody offers me something real – something that’s really made money and has real reviews from 

real people – I get just a little excited.  



And when I see THOUSANDS of reviews from real people… for one of Udemy’s top instructors… offering 

a course with complete and FULL private label rights… I get THRILLED, and that’s what FB Profits 

Exposed is all about.  
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This course is a stunner. 

 A 100% unique Facebook techniques displayed in charming, high quality, step-by-step video.  

 A professional minisite with killer graphics 

 And if the product wasn’t good enough, you get a full funnel with a squeeze page, follow up 

email content, and sales material.  

 A squeeze page that’s converting at a rocking 70% - so if you buy in and promote it right now, 

you’ll save hundreds of dollars on solo ads and other promotion.  

 Once they opt-in, you’ll also get a LIVE case study showing off a successful Facebook page and 

an awesome free tool to help your Facebook page convert more viewers into customers. 

 And YOU get a detailed tutorial showing you how to edit things and where to set things up. 

 And if all that wasn’t great enough, you also get 4 swipe emails you can use to promote this 

funnel, keeping in touch with customers long after they initially touch base with you. 

So it’s really important that you STOP.  

Stop spending money driving traffic with PPC and solo ads to a site that looks like it was made in the 

90’s. STOP wasting months trying to build a site with organic SEO – you already know that Google is a 

tremendous, inconsistent  pain in the butt.  

Start saving.  

You can save time by getting a done for you video product, and you can save cash by promoting 

something that’s proven and guaranteed to convert well.  
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PS: This kind of authority makes it different from any course on the market. It’s not often that one of the 

top names on Udemy gives you the chance to promote their work, use your name and take 100% of the 

profits. So why on earth would you wait? 

 Scarcity angle 

SUBJECT: The price isn’t going down. 

SUBJECT: This story is going to make your blood boil. 

SUBJECT: I don’t want that to happen here. 

This is depressing stuff. I don’t care how big or small your list is, if you’ve been in this situation before, 

it’s time for you to take a serious look in the mirror and make some changes. 

Have you ever seen an opportunity that seems too good to be true?  



You see all the elements. 

The critical acclaim from other real people who’ve take advantage of it…  

The real results they’ve enjoyed… 

The HUGE credibility of the guy making the offer… 

And the amazingly low price. 

You fantasize about what it will add to your bottom line, but at the end of the day, you decide that 

you’re comfortable with what you have, and you just don’t want to take the risk. And then a few weeks 

later you’re kicking yourself, fantasizing about how PERFECTLY it would have fit into your plans. 

I don’t want that to happen here. 

FB Profits Exposed is an AWESOME private label rights course from Ashton Pearson: he’s currently the 

number one instructor on Udemy and he’s got thousands of reviews from satisfied customers and 

students. He’s decided to give away a killer Facebook marketing course for just $17… 
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But the price is shooting upwards with every purchase. The more people buy, the narrower your 

window gets, and this isn’t going to stay online forever. 

You’re going to get a high quality Facebook video series, a complete sales funnel with a minisite, sales 

letter, and graphics, and an awesome giveaway video you can use to build your list and making sales 

months and months down the line.  

I’m telling you that you need to move FAST on this one though. Look at the sales page, because this is 

the kind of high quality product it would take you MONTHS to put together yourself. Creating a product 

is hard work: it takes research, writing, design, and copywriting. And if you miss the ball on any of tese 

elements, you miss out on sales. 

But Ashton has made something that won’t miss: the satisfied testimonials are the proof. So instead of 

spending your money trying to duplicate this process, save your time and money and duplicate the 

RESULTS instead.  
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PS: The price is on a dimesale and it’s NOT going down. That’s not a marketing trick, that’s serious. So 

click through and check this one out right this second! 


